ACTION ITEMS:
- Minutes of November 22, 2019 meeting

Wellness Literacy:
- PE 1753, Stand Up Paddleboard Yoga
- PE 1855, Bowling

Wellness Literacy (DELETE credit):
- PE 1734, Intermediate Mountain Biking (course is being deleted from catalog)

Integrative Learning Experience

How We Tell Stories theme (DELETE credit)
- IDS 3210, Exploring the Documentary Form (course is being deleted from catalog and replaced by IDS 2211 and IDS 4211)

How We Tell Stories theme
- IDS 2211, Exploring the Documentary Form

Revolutions: Social and Political theme (DELETE credit)
- IDS 3650, Marx’s Capital (course is being deleted from catalog)

Liberal Studies Experience
- PHY 1600, Physics and Astronomy – New Ideas

Liberal Studies Experience (DELETE credit)
- IDS/WRC 2302, Freudian Dreams and Cultural Analysis (course is being deleted from catalog)
- WRC 2401, Disciplined Cultural Practice (course is being deleted from catalog)
- WRC 3402, The Art of Work (course is being deleted from catalog)
- REL 3120, African Thought (course is being deleted from catalog)

Fine Arts designation (DELETE credit)
- MUS 2613, Survey of Western Music (course not re-proposed for FA in 2016 re-proposal process)
Writing in the Discipline
- ANT 3630, Epistemology and Praxis
- ANT 3635, Political Anthropology
- ANT 3645, Anthropology of Violence
- ANT 3660, Medical Anthropology
- NUT 3120, Intermediate Nutrition

Senior Capstone
- ANT 4361, Capstone: Primate Conservation
- CJ 4901, Appalachian Police Development Program Internship
- FER 4900, Internship
- ES 4660, Exercise Prescription for Clinical Populations
- ES 4800, Exercise Prescription for Healthy Populations

Senior Capstone (DELETE credit)
- ENV 4510, Senior Honors Thesis (course being combined with GLY 4510 [not a Capstone] to become new course GES 4510)
- ES 4050, Practicum: Pre-professional

FIO ITEMS (effective Fall 2020):
- FER 4300, Sensory Analysis of Wine and Beer (Senior Capstone), change title to Sensory Analysis
- ENG 4826, Capstone in the Age of Chaucer, (Senior Capstone), change title to Capstone in Literature of the Middle Ages
- GLY 1010, General Geology Laboratory, (SCI The Blue Planet; SCI Global Environmental Change; SCI Life, Earth, and Evolution; and SCI Restless Planet), change course prefix and number to GES 1005
- GLY 1101, Introduction to Physical Geology (SCI Restless Planet), change course prefix to GES 1101
- GLY 1102, Introduction to Historical Geology (SCI Life, Earth, and Evolution and SCI Restless Planet), change course prefix to GES 1102
- GLY 1103, Environmental Change, Hazards, and Resources (SCI Global Environmental Change and SCI Restless Planet), change course prefix to GES 1103
- GLY 1104, Water: Mountains to Sea (SCI The Blue Planet and SCI Global Environmental Change), change course prefix to GES 1104
- GLY 1105, Oceanography (SCI The Blue Planet), change course prefix to GES 1105
- GLY 1842, Dinosaurs: Then and Now (ILE How We Know What We Know About the Past), change course prefix to GES 1842
- GLY 2301, Energy Extraction in Appalachia (Past, Present, and Future) (ILE Appalachian Mountains), change course prefix to GES 2301
- GLY 2745, Preparation for Geological Science Careers (Writing in the Discipline), change course prefix to GES 2745
- GLY 4210, Geology Seminar (Senior Capstone), change course prefix to GES 4210
- ENV 3105, Preparation for Environmental Science Careers (Writing in the Discipline), change course prefix to GES 3105
- ENV 4105, Analysis and Implications of Environmental Issues (Senior Capstone), change course prefix to GES 4105
- WRC 2405, Living and Learning in Community: A Roadmap to Success (Liberal Studies Experience), change course title to Living and Learning in Community
- REL 2130, Islamic Religion and Culture (Liberal Studies Experience), change course title to Islam
- SOC 3885, Research Methods I (Writing in the Discipline), change course title to Research Methods
- SOC 3960, Sociological Theory II (Writing in the Discipline), change course title to Contemporary Sociological Theory
- SOC 4450, Senior Seminar (Senior Capstone), change course title to Senior Capstone
- ART 2420, The Child as Cultural Construct (Writing in the Discipline), change course number and title to ART 3333, Constructions of Childhood
- CSD 4850, Adult Language Disorders (Senior Capstone), change course title to Language and Cognitive Disorders in Adults